Announcement and Call for Papers

The 16th EuroTEX meeting, “A Hungarian TEX Rhapsody”, will be held in Hungary, between July 6 and 9, 2006. MATEX (the Hungarian TEX User Group) together with the University of Debrecen have committed to undertake the conference affairs, and now announce the call for papers. This will be the first international TEX conference held in Hungary.

For more information about EuroTEX 2006, please visit http://www.matexhu.org.

Dates

- March 1, 2006 — Deadline for abstracts of presentations; email eurotex2006@matexhu.org.
- June 1, 2006 — Deadline for preprints of papers, for distribution at the conference.
- July 5–8, 2006 — Conference.
- August 15, 2006 — Deadline for final versions of papers; the proceedings will be published as an issue of TUGboat.

Topics

Topics include but are not limited to:

- TEX and so many friends, for automated typesetting
- Typography (digital or otherwise)
- Font design and technologies
- Publishing (electronic or otherwise)
- (Re)discovery of the Hungarian book tradition

Location

The place of the conference will be either Gödöllő or Debrecen.

Gödöllő is a nice town near Budapest. Debrecen is a town of universities known as the Calvinist Rome. It is near the biggest Hungarian National Park, Hortobágy, and a famous spa in Hajdúszoboszló.

There will be free time for you to have the opportunity to taste several types of Hungarian wines, and get to know tasty special Hungarian dishes. Hungary is a sunny country during summer, an ideal place for making excursions. There are several cultural programs in both towns, including jazz and classical music festivals, exhibitions and performances. And we especially invite you to bring instruments to create our own festival!